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On a theorem of Kulikov and Dieudonne. 
By A. KERTESZ in Debrecen. 
§ 1. Introduction. 
KULIKOV was the first to give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
an abelian p-group of arbitrary power to be a direct sum of cyclic groups 
[5].1) As a generalization of this criterion, DIEUDONN6 obtained recently the 
following result [1]: Let G be an abelian p-group and В a subgroup of G 
such that G/B is a direct sum of cyclic groups. In order that G be a direct 
sum of cyclic groups, it is necessary and sufficient that В be the union of 
a countable ascending sequence of subgroups with elements of bounded 
height (relative to G). The special case where B — G is the result mentioned 
of KULIKOV. 
In a previous paper [2] I have given a criterion of different kind for 
the decomposibility of an abelian p-group into the direct sum Ы1 cyclic groups, 
from which KULIKOV'S criterion can easily be deduced. In a more recent 
paper I generalized this result, obtaining thus a necessary and sufficient 
condition for an abelian p-group of arbitrary power to be fully decompesable 
[3]. A group is said to be fully decomposable if it can be represented as a 
direct sum of directly indecomposable groups. It is known that among the 
abelian torsion groups only the groups C(p"') (0 g m ш — i. e. the cyclic 
and quasicyclic p-groups — are directly indecomposable [4], [7].-) 
In what follows I shall prove a theorem (see Theorem 1 in § 2) which 
is a common generalization of DIEUDONNE'S theorem and of my results 
mentioned above. As special cases of this theorem, several other theorems 
of the theory of groups can be obtained (see § 3). In § 4 we also prove that 
this theorem cannot be sharpened. 
In his paper DIEUDONN6 adds several interesting remarks to his theorem. 
E.g. he mentions that if В and G/B are direct sum of cyclic groups, the 
same does not hold in general for G. Moreover, by an ingenious counter-1 
example he also shows that it is not sufficient to require the former con-
1) The numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography given at the end of the paper 
2) For notation and terminology see the end of this §. 
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ditions, even if G contains no elements of infinite height. Our theorem 
answers also to the question of what additional requirement must be fulfilled 
in order that G be a direct sum of cyclic groups. This requirement is the 
existence of a principal system of elements in B (relative to G). 
Since an abelian torsion group is the direct sum of uniquely determined 
p-groups, our result can be extended in an obvious way to torsion groups 
of arbitrary power. 
The notations and the terminology used are the following. By capital 
letters we denote groups or some systems of group elements, by the letters 
x, a, b,..., g group elements, while the other small Latin letters are reserved 
for rational integers, in particular p for a prime number. The Greek letter v 
may range over an arbitrary not necessarily ordered set of indices. In what 
follows, by a group we shall mean always an additively written abelian 
group with more than one element. A subgroup generated by the elements 
a,b, . . . of a group is denoted by {a,b, ...}. A group every element of which 
is of finite order, is called a torsion group. It is well known that a torsion 
group may be represented as the direct sum of its uniquely determined 
primary components, each of which is a p-group, i. e. a group containing 
only elements of /7-power order. We denote the order of a group element a 
by 0(a). The height in G of an element a of the /7-group G is defined as 
follows. An element a -f 0 of the p-group G is said to have the height 
h — H(a) if the equation p"x = a is solvable in G for n ^ h, but not for 
n > h. We define H(a) = °o if p"x •-= a has a solution x£ G for each natural 
number n. We emphasize that H(a) is defined only for c ^O . 3 ) An important 
role is played in our investigations by the concepts of elements of inner 
resp. outer infinite height. We say that an element a with H(a) -—« of the 
/7-group G is an element of inner infinite height if p'x = a has a solution 
x$G of infinite height for each natural number t. In the contrary case, when 
there exists a t for which pfx = a admits only solutions x^G of finite height, 
we call a an element of outer infinite height. We remark that if G is the 
direct sum of its subgroups B,,B2,... and g = h + b,-.- (bv£Bv), then 
evidently H(g) s H(bv) (v = 1,2, . . .) holds. 
The elements au ...,an of the group G are called independent if 
AfliH \-r„an = 0 implies c, = •• • = r„ a„ = 0. An arbitrary set 5 of 
elements of G is independent, if every finite subset of 5 is independent. The 
independence so defined is therefore a property of finite character and con-
sequently, by virtue of ZORN'S lemma (or the equivalent lemma of TUKEY), 
every subset R of G contains a maximal independent system S. If R = G, 
we call 5 a maximal independent system of G. We denote by C(pm) in the 
3) By the height of an element g of G we always mean the number H(g) defined 
above, i. e. the height refers always to the whole group G, even when an element is, for 
the moment, considered as an element of some subgroup of G. 
V. 
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case m<oo the cyclic group of order p'", and in the case m = °° the 
group of type (px) or quasicyclic group, i.e. the group {ax,alt ...} defined 
by the relations 
( 1 ) • o, =)= 0, pax = 0, /7fl2 == o, 
§ 2. Fully decomposable abelian /7-groups. 
In formulating the Theorem r below, we shall make use of the following 
D e f i n i t i o n . A maximal independent system P of a subgroup B of 
the abelian p-group G is called a principal system of B (relative to G), if 
no element of P can be exchanged for an element of a greater height of B 
without violating the independence of the system;!)4). In particular, in the 
case B = G the system P is called a principal system of G. 
Remarks . One can see that a principal system P (relative to G) of 
the subgroup B is subject to a condition considerably stronger than the one 
determining a principal system of B (no respect being paid to the imbedding 
of B into the group G). By a principal system we therefore shall always 
mean one relative to G, even if this is not explicitely stated. 
Each element of finite height of a principal system P is of order p, 
for an element P of order-p* (k > 1) would be exchangeable for the element 
p' la of greater height. On the other hand, an element of infinite height can 
obviously be exchanged for an element of order p. Consequently, in what 
follows we may always assume that a principal system contains only elements 
of order p. 
Now we state the following 
Theorem 1. An abelian p-group G is fully decomposable — i. e. it 
decomposes into the direct sum of cyclic and quasicyclic groups — if and 
only if 
1) G contains no elements of outer infinite height, 
2) there exists a subgroup B of G having a principal system (relative 
to G), and 
3) GIB is a direct sum of cyclic groups. 
Proof . The necessity of conditions 1), 2) and 3) can easily be verified. 
In fact, let us suppose that G is the direct sum of cyclic and quasicyclic 
groups Cr, and let be B = G. Then 1) and 3) obviously hold. 
In order to prove the validity of 2), we choose an element a„ of order 
p from each direct summand C„ of B = G. We show that the set of all 0;,'s 
is a principal system P of G. Indeed, P is & maximal independent system 
4) Of course, elements of inhAite height are considered to be of greater height than 
any element of finite height. 
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in G ; moreover, for an arbitrary element b£G of order p1- a relation of 
the form 
= r, o,H 1-r„a„ 
holds (with a suitable notation for the elements of P), showing that ay, ...,a„ 
are the only elements of P one of which can be replaced by b without 
violating the independence of the system P. Since H(b) H(p,'ib) ^ H(a,) 
(/= 1, ..., n), no element of P can be exchanged for an element of a greater 
height of G. 
In order to prove the sufficiency of conditions 1)—3) let us consider an 
arbitrary abelian p-group G without elements of outer infinite height. Moreover, 
let B be a subgroup of G containing a principal system P = (av) (relative 
to G) and suppose that G B = G is a direct sum of cyclic groups: 
G = ¿Ak 
k= 1 
the AL'S being direct sums of groups C ( f f ) (the case Ak = 0 not excluded).. 
Let us denote with Dk the subgroup of G, the elements of which are exactly 
those belonging to the cosets relative to B of the group i4,-| + A . By Dn 
we mean D„ = B. We state that for the heightz) of an arbitrary element gk 
not contained in B of the group Dk an estimate H(gi,) g k—1 holds for each 
k > 0 . For if gk £D l ; , gk$B, then g/. =j=0 where by gk we denote the coset 
of G (relative to B) containing the element gk. Obviously the equation 
p"x = gk can be solvable in G = G(B only with n g k^— 1, and consequently 
the same holds for the equation p'lx = gk in G. 
Now we extend the given principal system P= .P „ of B to a maximal 
independent system P* of G, as follows. We adjoin a maximal independent 
system of elements of order p (and of height 0) such that the resulting 
system Pi shall be a maximal independent system of D t . In an analogous 
way we extend P, to a maximal independent system P., of D., by adjoining 
a maximal system of elements £D2 of order p and of height 1 ("1-layer"), 
then a maximal system of elements £D.2 of order p and of height 0 ("0-layer"). 
We proceed likewise in constructing successively the systems P3, P4, . . . , each 
P„ being a maximal independent system of D„. Clearly the union P* of all 
systems P== P0, P{, P 2 , . . . is a maximal independent system of G, the elements 
of wich are all of order p. 
Now we are going to show that the group G is fully decomposable. 
If is an element of infinite height of P*, then from 1) we infer the existence, 
of an infinite system of elements at0, af \ . . . in G, such that 
pcty = o„, pa[2' = a{r\ . . . 
hold. Then (see (1)) 
{at1», a(;\ ...} = C. = CAp"v) (m„ = 
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is a quasicyclic subgroup of G containing a„. On the other hand, if for an 
element av£P* 
H(av) = - hv< oo 
holds, then we determine an element c„£G such that 
(2) p , 'rc„ = a„. 
In this case let 
[c„) =-- C„ = C,(p"") (mr =-- h,. + 1). 
Now we state that G is the direct sum of the groups Cv. As a matter of fact, 
the independence of the system P* guarantees that the subgroup K of G 
generated by the Cr's is the direct sum of these groups: 
k - 2 " c , . . 
Therefore only the fact K~- G remains to be proved. 
Before proving this, we make the following remark: A relation 
(3) pg </H \d„. (gtG.diZC) 
implies d, pd[ (d! £ C,, / , . . . , m). For let us suppose the contrary. Then 
there exists a relation 
(4) pg- r,c^- - + rkc, (g£G) 
for which pXrj ( j • 1, ..., k). In fact, each d, in the right member of (3) 
which can be expressed in the.form d: •-=---pd! (dl^Ci) — and for a quasi-
cyclic Ci this is always the case — disappears by introducing g' • g—d;'. 
Now, among the elements au ..., ak corresponding to the elements cu .. , a 
in (4) let be one of maximal height; 
h\ — //(f l i ) E? H(dj) ( j 1 , . . . , k ) . 
Thus, by virtue of (2), (4) implies 
a'= p''<^g => r,at-i . 
This means that H(a') > H(a,) which contradicts the following statement: 
if au ..., a, are arbitrary element of P* and 
(5) a ' - -s,a ,-i 'rSjOj 
then 
(6) H(a')^H(a) (/= 1, :..,/). 
This can be verified as follows. We may assume that the elements a,,..., a, 
are so ordered in (5) that 
(7) ai^D„, implies «,_/££>„, (t = 1, ..., /—1). 
If (6) is not true, then let i be the maximal index among 1, . . . , / such that 
(8) H(a') > H(a,). 
Hence 
(9) H(aiH) g H{a ) > H{a) (u = 1, ..., j-i). 
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Consequently, by (5) and (7), 
g' = a'—(Si+i H + S; a J) = s, a, H ¡- 5, o, £ D,„ 
(contained in Dm together with ai) with H(g") > H(ai) (see (8), (9))^' may replace 
the element a^D,,, without violating the independence of P,„, which con-
tradicts the construction of the system P,„ (more exactly the maximality of 
the "H(g')~layer" of P,„) in the case m > 0, resp. the definition of P = P„ 
in the case m = 0.5) This completes the proof of our previous remark. 
Now we can easily prove that K = G . Suppose that K is a proper sub-
group of G. Then there exists an element g £ G such that 
(10) g $ K , - p g Z K 
i. e. a relation (3) holds. Thus d, = pdl (d.'^Ct, i = 1 , . . . , m) and so we have 
P(g—di = 0. 
Therefore 
(11) g'=g-d; d;„ 
— as an element =j=0, see (10) — is an element of order p, and "consequently, 
by the maximal property of the system P*, g' is a linear combination of some 
av's, i.e. g'^K. Hence (11) implies g£K which contradicts (10), completing 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
§ 3. Applications. 
From Theorem 1 easily follow several well-known theorems. These we 
obtain by specialization in two directions: putting B = G, and, on the other 
hand, requiring that G shall. not contain elements of infinite height. 
In case B=G one obtains from Theorem 1 the following result of 
mine [3]: 
Theorem 2. An abelian p-group G is fully decomposable if and only 
if G contains no element of outer infinite height, and there exists a principal 
system of elements in G. 
Supposing that G contains no elements of infinite height, one obtains 
from Theorem 2 a former result of mine, stating when an abelian p-group is 
the direct sum of cyclic groups [2]: 
Theorem 3. An abelian p-group G containing no element of infinite 
height is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if there exists a principal 
system of elements in G. 
For corollaries of Theorems 2 and 3 see [2] and [3]. 
•>) We should like to call attention to the fact that in the case m = 0 the element 
g lies, by (7), in D0=--B. 
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In the special case if B contains no element of infinite height, from 
Theorem 1 we obtain 
Theorem 4. An abelian p-group G is a direct sum of cyclic groups 
if and only if there exists in G a subgroup B without elements of infinite 
height ) containing a principal system (relative to G), and G. B is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups. 
Remark . DIEU[)ONN£ gives an ingenious example of an abelian 
p-group without elements of infinite height, which has a subgroup. B such 
that both B and G B are direct sums of cyclic groups without G itself being 
a direct sum of cyclic groups. Theorem 4 states the additional requirement 
which must be fulfilled in order that no such situation shall occur. 
From Theorem 4 there follows DIEUDONNS'S theorem: 
Theorem 5. Let G be an abelian p-group and B a subgroup of G 
such that G B is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Then G is a direct sum of 
cyclic groups if and only if B is the union of a countable ascending sequence 
of subgroups such that each A„ contains an element of maximal height 
h„ < =». 
The necessity of the conditions in Theorem 5 is evident. In order to 
prove their sufficiency, we remark that by Theorem 4 it suffices to construct 
a principal system P of elements in B (relative to G) as follows. Choose a 
maximal independent system of elements of height /;,, adjoin a maximal 
system of elements (A, of height /?, — 1, and so on, so that the resulting 
system P, shall be a maximal independent system of A}.:!) In an analogous 
way we extend P, to a maximal independent system P.,nf A,. We proceed 
likewise in constructing successively the systems Pt,P4, ... each P„ being a 
maximal independent system of A„. No we assert that the union P of all 
systems Pu P., . . . is a principal system of B (relative to G). Clearly, P is a 
maximal independent system of B, and the elements of P are all of order p. 
Hence for an arbitrary element g of order of G a representation 
(12) a' =-/?'•">£ = 5,0,-| JrSjaj 
holds, A,,...,<7; being suitable elements of P. This equation shows that 
au ...,a, are the only elements of P one of which may be replaced by g 
without violating the independence of the system P. On the other hand, we 
have seen in § 2 that equation (12) implies the validity of (6), and, a fortiori, 
the validity of 
H{g) H(a,) (/= 1, . . . J ) . 
This shows that P is a principal system of B (relative to G) completing so 
the proof of Theorem 5. 
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The special case of Theorem 5 where B= G is a theorenv'of KULIKOV: 
Theorem 6. An abelian p-group G is the direct sum of cyclic groups 
if and only if G is the union of a countable ascending chain 
¿ . c ^ c . - . c ^ c r . . . 
of its subgroups such that each A„ contains an element of maximal height 
h„ < oo.T) 
§ 4 . Concluding remarks. 
Finally we show that our Theorem 1 is not capable of further sharpening. 
First we remark that condition 1) in Theorem 1 cannot be omitted. In 
order to show this consider the following group G = {a0, ax, a-2,...} (Priifer [6]). 
defined by the relations 
a„ #= 0, pa0 = 0, aa = pax = ptai =•••== p"a„ =•••.. 
This group is not fully decomposable since it contains an element of outer 
infinite height, viz. a„. Conditions 2) and 3) of Theorem 1, however, hold for 
this group G, for it is not hard to see that the system 
a„, a ,—p a i } pa*—fa*,..., p"-la„—p"all+,, ... 
is a principal system of B = G. 
Next we show that condition 2) of Theorem 1 cannot be omitted. Con-
sider the complete direct sum of the cyclic groups {b„} = C(p") (n = 1,2,3,...), 
i. e. the set of all "vectors" 
c = < /Hi&i, m2b<, ..., m„b„, ... > 
which are added component-wise. The elements of finite order of this group 
form an abelian p-group G wich contains no element of infinite height. 
Recently T. SZELE has shown in a very simple way that this group G cannot 
be decomposed into a direct sum of cyclic groups [8]. Therefore G is not 
fully decomposable, although it fulfils condition 3) of Theorem 1 with B —• G. 
Finally we show thai condition 3) of Theorem 1 cannot be omitted. 
Moreover we are going to prove that condition 3) cannot be replaced by the 
weaker requirement: G/B is a direct sum of cyclic and quasicyclic groups. 
For there exists an abelian p-group G without elements of infinite height 
containing a subgroup B with a principal system (relative to G) such that 
G/B is fully decomposable, although G itself is not fully decomposable. Such 
a group is e. g. the group G mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Since 
this group is not fully decomposable and it contains no element of infinite 
height, we have only to show that G possesses a subgroup B such that G/B 
is fully decomposable and there exists in B a principal system (relative to G). 
This can easily be proved with the aid of on important theorem of KULIKOV, 
which asserts that an arbitrary abelian p-group contains a subgroup B such 
that B is a direct sum of cyclic groups, G/B is a direct sum of quasicyclic 
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groups and the height of each element of В relative to В is identical with 
that relative to G [5]. Now it is not hard to see that this last property of the 
subgroup В implies that it contains a principal system relative to G. For let 
В be the direct sum of the cyclic groups {c,.} where c, is an element of 
order pf-'r. We show that the set P of all elements a,. = p kr-lcv is a principal 
system of В (relative to G). Clearly A* is a maximal independent system in B. 
Moreover for an arbitrary element g $ B of order p- a relation 
phlg = r,a,-\ \-rna„ 
holds (with a suitable notation for the elements of P), showing that au...,an 
are the only elements of P one of which can be replaced by g without 
violating the independence of P. Since 
H { g ) ^ H ( p ^ g ) ^ H ( a ) ( / = 1 , . . . , n), 
where H(x) denotes the common height of an element x£B relative to В 
and relative to G, no element of P can be exchanged for an element of 
greater height of B. Therefore Я is a principal system of B, as stated above. 
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